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HRE370
The HRE370 combines 60 years of Honda engineering with the best in
electric-powered technology, resulting in the perfect tool for domestic
users with small, suburban lawns.

ENVIRONMENTALLY & USER-FRIENDLY
This innovative and easy to use mower is ideal for manicuring those smaller suburban lawns, where the power and range of Honda’s larger
lawnmowers aren’t required.

Also great for older homeowners or those unable to push around a large lawnmower, the HRE370 Electric Mower provides Honda technology and
famous reliability in the lightest possible design.

Simply plug in to your home’s wall socket and mow away. Environmentally friendly, this mower does not emit any fuel or exhaust fumes so you and
your family will breathe easy with the HRE370 Electric Mower!

ELECTRIC MOWER = HASSLE-FREE
With an HRE370 Electric Mower, you can send your jerry can into early retirement. Save yourself the trip to your local service station to fill up the
can, and simply plug the HRE370’s cord into your wall socket instead.

The HRE370 can be used with an extension cord of up to 25 metres, ensuring that even if you’ve got a patch of grass a short distance from the
edge of your house, the HRE370 can be relied upon to do the job.



 

 

SPECS
 

The HRE370 was first introduced in 2012 but has already found itself to be an integral part of the suburban cowboy’s backyard arsenal. Everybody
wants their yard to be the envy of the neighbourhood. Well, the HRE370 is here to help you.

NO PETROL? NO WORRIES!
The HRE370 doesn’t require petrol to operate, thanks to its reliable 1.3kW electric motor. Its dynamic design incorporates a rustproof polymer deck
and it provides a 14.5 inch cut, just right for frequent cutting of small areas.

Its compact design means it’s easy to use and navigate around even the most complex of lawns. It can be stored away in the smallest of nooks or
crannies, or folded up and transported easily.

This model – like most Honda mowers – features a lightweight Dacron catcher, which offers easy emptying via its rear strap. Whatever way you look
at it, the HRE370 is a tidy package.

WARRANTY
Like most of Honda’s impressive lawnmower range, the HRE370 comes standard with a 4 year Warranty for use around the house, so you and your
lawn will have peace of mind for the life of your investment.

It’s also backed by Honda’s network of 450 authorised dealers around Australia, so wherever you are there’ll be a friendly Honda face to say g’day.

SPECIFICATIONS

PRODUCT CODE HRE370

MOW SAFE TECHNOLOGY Yes

ENGINE Electric

ENGINE SPEC 1.3kW

START TYPE Electric



'1710b192-110f-42b4-8b23-d73522a40624'  

AUTO CHOKE

SNORKEL No

CHASSIS Polymer

CUTTING WIDTH 14.5" (368mm)

CUTTING HEIGHT
ADJUSTMENT

4 Wheels

CUTTING HEIGHT RANGE 3 stages 25-55mm

SELF PROPELLED No

SPEEDS

WHEEL DIAMETER 160mm

GRASS CATCHER Dacron Bag

CATCHER CAPACITY 35 litres

FUEL TYPE

FUEL TANK CAPACITY

MULCHING CAPABILITY

REAR DISCHARGE
CAPABILITY

WASH PORT

RRP $399.00

VISIT HONDA POWER EQUIPMENT WEBSITE



For terms and conditions please visit http://about.hondampe.com.au/Terms_and_Conditions

The information in this document is valid as of 01/09/2015. For the most up to date information please visit http://powerequipment.honda.com.au


